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What is Face detection?

Google Def: is a computer technology being used in a variety of applications that identifies 

human faces in digital images. Face detection also refers to the psychological process by which 

humans locate and attend to faces in a visual scene.

Simplified definition: is an artificial intelligence (AI) based computer technology used to find and 

identify human faces in digital images.

https://www.kairos.com/demos

https://www.kairos.com/demos


How is it used in real life?

Face detection has numerous applications, including people-counting, online marketing, and 

even the auto-focus of a camera lens

Example: 



What are the pros and cons for face detection? 

Pros 

- Finding missing people and identifying 

perpetrators

-  Protecting businesses against theft

- Better security measures in banks and 

airports

- Better analyze a person and their data 

for what they like 

- Better tools for organising photos

- Better medical treatment

Cons: 

- Greater threat to individual and 

societal privacy

-  Can infringe on personal freedoms

- Violates your human rights 

-  Provides opportunities for fraud and 

other crimes

- Its not going to gather all the specific 

data that you need at times 

- Technology can be fooled

https://www.itpro.com/security/privacy/356882/the-pros-and-cons-of-facial-recognition-technology

https://www.itpro.com/security/privacy/356882/the-pros-and-cons-of-facial-recognition-technology


Robust Real-Time Face 
Detection

2003



Abstract Summarized 

The deep neural networks built using this framework are designed to be light-weight and 
feature a streamlined architecture. We introduce two global hyperparameters that trade off 
between accuracy and latency.

The deep neural networks built using this framework are designed to be light-weight and 
feature a streamlined architecture. We introduce two global hyperparameters that trade off 
between accuracy and latency.

Through two insights, we were able to achieve the best performance in the previous iteration of 
PASCAL VOC. The first is to implement high-capacity deep neural networks in bottom-up region 
proposals to perform segmentation and localization.



Features in motion for face detection 

The value of the integral image at point (x, y) 
is the sum of all the pixels above and to the 
left.



Internal Imaging 

The sum of the pixels within 
rectangle D can be computed with 
four array references. The value of 
the integral image at location 1 is 
the sum of the pixels in rectangle A. 
The value at location 2 is A + B, at 
location 3 is A + C, and at location 4 
is A + B + C + D. The sum within D 
can be computed as 4 + 1 − (2 + 3).



Focus on the green dots and squares 



Steps overview

1. Training dataset 

2. Structure of the Detector cascade 

3. Speed of the final detector

4. Image Processing 

5. Scanning the detector 

6. Intergation of Multiple Detections 

7. Experiements on the real world set 



Training dataset 

What data they take: 

- The face shape 

- The eyes 

- Nose 

- Defects 

- Race 

- Glasses ( analyze how they look without them)

- The color of the photo ( color correct) 

- The angle 



Structure of the detector Cascade

The final detector is a 38 layer cascade of classifiers

which included a total of 6060 features.

The first classifier in the cascade is constructed using two features and rejects about 50% of 

non-faces

while correctly detecting close to 100% of faces



Speed of the final Detector



Image processing

We have to take in fact for the 

aspects for the face (white dots) 

and have that in data to then 

compare to other faces for 

similarity

You also have to process the 

image for in case of fake face 

identity 



Scanning the detector

- The speed of the cascaded detector is directly related to the number of features 

evaluated per scanned subwindow.

-  the number of features evaluated depends on the images being scanned.

- Since a large majority of the sub-windows are discarded by the first two stages of the 

cascade, an average of 8 features out of a total of 6060 are evaluated per sub-window 

- This is roughly 15 times faster than the Rowley-BalujaKanade detector 



Integration of Multiple detections

The process has a way to then 

determine the way of the photo and 

have that for data  for future faces



Experiments on the real world set 



Results



Demo

https://medium.com/0xcode/the-viola-jones-face-detection-al
gorithm-3eb09055cfc2 

https://medium.com/0xcode/the-viola-jones-face-detection-algorithm-3eb09055cfc2
https://medium.com/0xcode/the-viola-jones-face-detection-algorithm-3eb09055cfc2


Key 
Points

● 15x faster than any previous approach + 
more accurate

● Operates on multiple image scales
● Focuses on feature selection (allows for 

more complexity where needed)



A Convolutional Neural 
Network Cascade for Face 
Detection 

2015



Overview

Current Issues:

- Pose changes

- Exaggerated expressions

- Extreme illuminations 

Lead to issues for face detector

Solution:

- CNNs as it learns features to capture complex 

visual variations by using large training sets 

and can be generalized on GPU cores

- CNN cascades reduce computational expense 

because it rejects false detections quickly in 

early low resolution stages



Architecture

1. 12-net → scans whole image to quickly reject more than 90% of detection windows

2. 12-calibration-net → one-by-one as 12x12 images each ROI to adjust size and location 

for a potential nearby face

3. Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is applied to eliminate highly overlapped detection 

windows

4. 24-net → Resize into 24x24 images and repeat above process



Architecture (continued)



Results

Performance statistics of the cascade on FDDB (dataset)

Results

- 100 FPS on GPU

- Faster + Beats other state of the arc models



Key 
Points

● Begins use of CNN cascade 
● Quickly rejects non-face regions, so only 

computation will be on challenging regions 
at higher resolution

● Accelerates detection and improves 
bounding box quality 



Joint Head Pose 
Estimation and Face 
Alignment Framework
Using Global and Local 
CNN Features

2017



Overview

Bounding boxes are helpful for facial detection  
(left)

Face detectors make detection more difficult 
(right)

Contributions:

1. Leverages the relationship between head 
pose and landmarks for initialization 

2. Explores the deep global and local features 
together via CNNs on the joint head pose 
estimation and face alignment in a cascaded 
way.



JFA System

Steps of the system:

1. GNet Structure for initial head pose + primary landmark estimation



JFA System

Steps of the system:

1. GNet Structure for initial head pose + primary landmark estimation

2. LNet structure for feature extraction



JFA System

Steps of the system:

1. GNet Structure for initial head pose + primary landmark estimation

2. LNet structure for feature extraction

3. Joint head pose estimation and face alignment learning (JFA algorithm)
a. Based on coarse-to-fine principles exploring global and local feature

b. From CNN features, it is used to update the shape for the next iteration





Results

Rotation around

● Pitch - side-to-side axis

● Yaw - vertical axis

● Roll - front-to-back axis

With normalized mean root square error (NMRSE)



Key 
Points

● Gathering only the face allows for easier 
detection
○ First rough estimate of face 

region/pose (GNet)
○ Learn local CNN features and predict 

shape/pose residuals (LNet)
○ Coarse-to-fine system refines 

shape/pose (JFA)
● Solves head pose estimation and landmark 

detection tasks jointly
● Outperforms other methods on head pose 

estimation task



img2pose: Face Alignment 
and Detection via 6DoF, 
Face Pose Estimation

2021



Overview

Landmark detectors are often optimized for bounding boxes by specific face detectors

Updating the face detector therefore requires re-optimizing the landmark detector

Having two successive components implies separately optimizing two steps of the pipeline for 

accuracy and – crucially for faces – fairness



6DoF

6DoF pose easier to estimate than detection landmarks (6 
dimensions vs 10D or 136D)

6DoF captures more than just bounding box locations 

- Converts to a 3D-to-2D projection matrix
- Pose already captures the location of the face in the 

photo

3D face location via blue dots (ground truth)

Renders descending distances from the camera 

Does not use face bounding box labels



Architecture

Training Testing Default Components for Faster R-CNN



Architecture

1. Feature Pyramid using Faster R-CNN + region proposal network (RPN)
a. Extracts features from each proposal with ROI pooling

b. Passes into two different heads

i. Standard face/no-face (facesness) classifier

ii. Novel 6DoF face pose regressor



Architecture

1. Feature Pyramid using Faster R-CNN + region proposal network (RPN)

2. Pose Label Conversion
a. Done from proposals not actual image

b. Converts pose from local frames to global

c. Converts pose from global to local frames



Architecture

1. Feature Pyramid using Faster R-CNN + region proposal network (RPN)

2. Pose Label Conversion

3. Training Losses
a. Face classification loss

b. Face pose loss

c. Calibration point loss



Results

                                     Against BIWI dataset →

                      (MAE → Mean Absolute Error) 

Against 

AFLW2000-3D →



Results (continued)

Wider Face Results

● Easy

● Medium

● Hard



Key 
Points

● Does not rely on first running a face 
detector or localizing facial landmark

● Maintains consistency of poses estimated 
for the same face across different image 
crops

●  Faces have well-defined appearance 
statistics which can be relied upon for 
accurate pose estimation



Discussion 
Questions
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